UNDERWATER
PHOTOGRAPHY
A Key to Keeping Divers\lnterested
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he key to creating a successful continuing education
program for your scuba students is understanding just
what keeps divers interested. Once they have their c-cards
in hand new divers often look for more challenging activ-

ities underwater. If the dive center or instructor fails to
provide the challenge, they may eventually lose the divers
to other sporting activities. We have found that underwater photography is a key to keeping divers' interest high.
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Photography gives divers something
tangible to show from their diving experiences. Photography allows divers to
safely interact with the undersea world
and share their wonderful underwater experiences with others. It allows divers a
creative outlet and a sense of accomplishment. When they show their pictures to
family and friends, the beauty of the sea
is brought forth in living color, which often sparks additional diving interest.
Once divers become "hooked" on underwater photography they increase their
bottom time, add new dive equipment
and generally keep a very active diver
status. The more they dive, the more they
want to travel to dive exotic locations.
The more they take pictures, the better
the results — and the more they dive.
Get the picture?

Getting Started
The first step in creating a photowise dive center is to organize under-

water photo courses. If you have professional underwater photographers in
your area, contact them and set up some
beginning classes.
If you are an instructor with a talent
for photography, find out what it takes
to obtain an Underwater Photography
Instructor rating from your certifying
agency. The agency can supply course
outlines, textbooks and videos designed
to make your photo course informative
and easy to teach.
A great time to plan an underwater
photography class is before or during an
exotic dive trip. Most people who invest
money on travel also want to bring home
the memories above and below the water. Try to plan a pretrip get-together so
your group can become acquainted, but
be sure to organize a post-trip evening so
everyone can share their pictures. Keep
the excitement high, and before long
you'll see a demand for more advanced
and specialty photo classes.
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I think like a fish.
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I am a water based lifeform. I glide
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beneath the still surface of reality to my own
private universe. I am the conqueror of a
silent landscape where I rule. The ocean is
my office, my living room and my playground.
I swim like a fish. A big fish in a big pond.
I am not hung-up in the mainstream net
hoping for an adventure to happen
tome. I'm grabbing life by the

CX-l DIVE COMPUTERS
Available as Wrist Models;
Console with Brass Pressure Gauge;
Console with Pressure Gauge & Compass

fins and shaking it loose.

CX- 7 DIVE COMPUTER. The most
BEUCHAT Int'l S h o w r o o m : 677 S.W. First Street, Miami, FL 3 3 1 3 0
For more information, use DTs reader service card.
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Recruiting Students
OK, you've got a course curriculum,
but now you need some students! You
must get the word out that you will be
conducting underwater photo classes.
Use a newsletter, shop notices, announcements at local dive club meetings or whatever communication you
can think of to let the public know
about these upcoming classes.
If that doesn't bring them in droves,
another excellent way to motivate interest is to provide an evening of visual
entertainment. This is a sure-fire way
to get a group motivated, because
when divers haven't been wet in a
while, they are a primed audience for
enjoying the visual magnificence of
the underwater world. You should keep
the whole show to less than one hour,
and no single show should be longer
than 10 minutes. You want to keep
them wanting more — not leave them
counting the minutes until the end.

In addition to sharing your own images, consider inviting a guest speaker
with a varied photographic background
and films, videos or slides to illustrate
his or her work. Or, gather up some visuals from divers in your community.
Preview all the materials and organize
them into a tray, remembering that entertainment is the goal. Try to select
materials that sell underwater photography, not the equipment, as that will
come later. Place underwater prints
around the room to add flavor to the
evening. This will spark everyone's interest and allow you the chance to sign
up your new students.
The really important part of the
evening comes when you introduce
your new underwater photo program
to your captive audience. Be extremely organized
know how
much the class will cost, the class
schedule and topics covered in the instruction. Have preprinted sign-up

TANKS • COMPUTERS • DEPTH GAUG

FEATURES: Current Depth,
Dive Time, No-Deco Time,
Water Temp, Log Book,
Rapid Ascent Rates,
Light & Beep Alarm,
Ft/Metric Display.
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Get Into
305.548.3483 / Fx: 305.548.4199 Call Toll-Free 1.800.248.0005 for a Dealer Near You.
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The most revolutionary
development in diving
equipment since the
invention of fins.

•

apollo*
bio-fin

You will never use conventional fins again!

Faster Stronger Swimming
water now is channeled
inward creating
acceleration just like
water in a narrow river
gorge
The bio-tin's
technology
allows fhe diver
to develop equal
power on rhe
up and down
phase ol the
kick cycle

apollto
tomorrow's
products
today

Because the bio-fin moves
water backward rather than up
and down, large stiff kicks are no
longer needed. A small flutter
kick produces amazing power
and rapid acceleration.

Reduce Muscle Fatigue
Energy use and muscle fatigue
are reduced by up to 50%. Effort
is so low divers feel that they are
almost barefoot.

Increased bottom times
Because less effort is required,
breathing and pulse rates are
reduced significantly resulting in
a reduction of up to 25% in air
consumption.

Reduce silt up
Apollo Sports USA Inc
12322 Hwy 99S, Unit 102, Everett. WA 98204 USA
Phone 1 (800)231-0909 1 (425)290-9890
Fox (425) 290 7665
email apollousOool com website www apollosportsusa com

The new Bio-fin generates minimal
water turbulence in comparison
with conventional fins.
This means safer diving in
environments prone to silt out.

Is this an Instructor Development Co
it's an offer to become an instructor
in one of the world's top vacation settings.
Why become a PADI instructor in Nassau, Bahamas?
You'll learn in warm, crystal clear waters. Train in an actual resort setting.
We limit your class size to eight candidates for more personal training.
And the price is right.

Included in the fee:
Hotel accommodations • Breakfast and lunch for the duration of IDC and IE
• Round-trip transportation between the hotel and dive school
• Shark dive after graduation • All manuals, workbooks and books
• PADI fees and registration.
Please call us for details
Nassau Scuba Centre
5 •& Instructor Development Centre
1-888-962-7728 <TOLLFREE,
(242) 362-1964 Fax: (242) 362-1198
5 INSTRUCTOR
www.Nassau-Scuba-Centre.com
e-mail:
derek@Nassau-Scuba-Centre.com
£ DEVELOPMENT
For more information, use DTs reader service card.
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forms. Allow a few minutes to field
the audience's questions.
The most critical part of the evening
is to show potential new students that
underwater photography is fun and
easy. They need to know that all levels
of divers can do it, and that they don't
have to invest a lot of money to get
started. Show some basic underwater
photo systems and pictures made with
them as proof.

A Class Act
Once you have conducted your first
series of classes, have each student fill
out an evaluation form to help you
make the upcoming classes even better. One way to keep the ball rolling is
to have the graduates of your photo
class help put on the next evening's
entertainment when soliciting new students. This creates a challenge for
these new photographers and encourages potential students to become involved, too.
If someone asks you questions regarding underwater photo equipment,
he expects intelligent answers. You
must be more knowledgeable about
photography than the customer. If your
dive center does not sell photo equipment, help the customer decide what
and where to buy photo equipment.
Be sure you remain current on all
underwater photography-related equipment, and read everything possible on
underwater tips and techniques. If possible, attend professional seminars and
classes designed to provide you with
the latest equipment innovations.
When we started teaching underwater photography classes in our area,
the interest level jumped from zero to
10 in the first beginning class. In order
to accommodate the demand, we began conducting advanced classes as
well. We continue to lead photo
classes to warm-water diving locations
and see the interest in underwater photography skyrocketing, so you can
capitalize on it, too. Underwater photography is a prime opportunity for
you to rejuvenate diver interest — the
key to diver retention.
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